
NEW!

by 
The exclusive awning fabric collection, 
made from spinneret dyed polyester

Awnings     Patio roofs     Glasoasen®



Would you like to create a modern and 
high quality ambience on your patio with 
your awning? Then the modern basics 
 polyester collection from weinor is just 
right for you! The 16 fabrics focus on the 
trend patterns of grey, beige and taupe. 
Choose between single colour patterns and 
block stripes, off set with fi ne pinstripes. 
The newly developed yarn is an absolute 
highlight. This gives the awning fabric 
a lively, textile appearance with a haptic 
 appeal.

OPTIMUM FABRIC POSITIONING
Thanks to its so-called rebound action, the 
polyester material “remembers” its tightened 
condition and retains its shape better. This is 
known as the “Memory-Eff ect®”. It also works 
with the weinor modern basics trend collec-
tion which consists of 16 polyester fabrics. 
 Polyester ensures that the fabric remains taut 
on a long-lasting basis, especially with large 
awnings.

for your patio
16 of the latest fabric patterns

PERFECT FABRIC PROTECTION
The awning fabrics in the weinor modern 
basics collection are equipped with a 
 protective nano layer This makes them 
dirt-, water- and oil-repellent 

THE BEST UV-PROTECTION
weinor polyester fabrics 
have a UV protection 
 factor of 50 plus – the 
best possible value for 

sunscreen textiles. This means that 
they will provide you and your family 
with reliable protection from intensive 
sunlight.

SPINNERET DYED 
TO STAY COLOUR-TRUE
weinor fabrics are spinneret dyed. 
In a special dyeing process, the colour 
pigments are locked into the fi bres 
during the fi bre production before 
they are spun into yarn. In this way, 
the colour is locked into the depth – 
like in a carrot.

Like a radish: yarn dyeing 
only has a superfi cial eff ect.

Like the carrot, like the 
weinor fabric: colour fast in 
the yarn due to spinneret 
dyeing.

Like the carrot, like the Like a radish: yarn dyeing



The latest frame colours 
An extensive range of modern shades of 
colour is also available to you for the awn-
ing frame. Here, you will be certain to fi nd 
the right match with the fabric pattern.

9 WiGa trend colours 
47 Standard RAL colours
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Choose the pattern of your choice from 
the weinor modern basics collection

Your weinor retailers and partners

The fabric width is 
120 cm with all patterns

Pattern no. 6-379

Pattern no. 6-375 Pattern no. 6-381

Pattern no. 6-376 Pattern no. 6-380

Pattern no. 6-377 Pattern no. 6-384

Pattern no. 6-334 Pattern no. 6-383

Pattern no. 6-378 Pattern no. 6-382

Pattern no. 6-385

Pattern no. 6-386

Pattern no. 6-387

Pattern no. 6-388

Choose the pattern of yo
the weinor modern basic

Pattern no. 6-375

Which patterns do you like 
the best? Check them off !

Pattern no. 6-374
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